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which had reached Moscow the demands of the State grain
collectors had left the peasants too little corn after the harvest;
the peasants, therefore, when their supplies were exhausted,
had to buy back corn from the State at one rouble per kilo,
while they had previously received only eight kopecks per kilo
for the sale of the corn which the State took from them.
Mr. Denny, characteristically, telegraphed this report to his
paper along with statements on the favourable supply position
in the Soviet Union. It was doubtless this fact which led the
editor of the paper—who, in contrast to the "optimism" of its
Moscow correspondents has endeavoured to get the real position
in the Soviet State cleared up—to publish the message under,
headlines to this effect: "The country as a whole has food
enough, but the peasants buy back corn at twelve times its sale
price." What does this statement mean? It means that the
peasants, who have been deprived by the grain-collecting policy
of the Soviet Government of the mim'nrmm requirements for
bare existence, have to die of starvation if they are unable to
buy back their own corn at an exhorbitant price.
And what about the statement that the abolition of bread
and ration cards are ample proof of the abundance that now
prevails in the Soviet State? Can the state of things I have
described have changed so much of late that the situation at
least of the non-privileged classes has improved? Since the
autumn.of 1935 miserably clad figures have often been visible
in the neighbourhood of the Bulgarian Legation in Vienna.
These are Bulgarians who have lived for many years in the
south of Russia as fruit growers and so on, but remained
Bulgarian subjects and have now been enabled by the mediation
of their mother-country to leave Russia. If one asks why they
have left, one always gets the same answer: they have been
compelled to leave by starvation and want. One kilo of black
bread—a Bulgarian from the Armavir district in the Northern
Caucasus told mer—•has cost 90 kopecks since the bread cards
were abolished, and a kilo of white bread one and a half roubles.

